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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

- Understand the concurrent implementation of the PrimalityController & PrimalityService classes that run in the PrimalityApplication microservice.
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The focus is on the Java Executors VirtualThreadPerTaskExecutor model
Implementing the Primality Application Microservice
@Service

public class PrimalityService {
    /**
     * Check the primality of the {code integers} param.
     * @param primeCandidates The {link List} of {link Integer} objects
     * to check for primality
     * @return A {link List} of {link PrimeResult} objects
     */
    public List<PrimeResult> checkPrimalities
        (List<Integer> primeCandidates) {
        // Create a List to hold the results.
        List<Future<PrimeResult>> results;

        // Create a new scope to execute virtual tasks, which exits
        // only after all tasks complete by using the new AutoClosable
        // feature of ExecutorService in conjunction with a
        // try-with-resources block.
        try (var executor : ExecutorService = Executors
            .newVirtualThreadPerTaskExecutor()) {
            ...
        }
    }
}

See [github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex3](https://github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex3)
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